
UTM Web Protection
Ensures safe and productive web use
Our Secure Web Gateway prevents malware infections and gives you control 
over your employees’ web use. Spyware and viruses are stopped before they 
can enter the network. And, you can quickly create policies that set where and 
how employees spend time online. 

Highlights

 Ì Prevent infection with 
dual, independent 
antivirus engines

 Ì Enforce browsing quotas 
and time-based web 
surfing policies

 Ì Enhance policies with 
custom site categories 
using our innovative site 
tagging

 Ì Monitor web activity by 
users or department 

 Ì Maintain privacy with 
anonymity in reports

 Ì Email scheduled reports 
directly to managers 

 Ì Hardware, virtualized, 
software or cloud-based 
appliance

Proven protection against web threats
We block the latest web threats using advanced techniques like JavaScript emulation and 
Live Protection cloud lookups to detect malicious web code before it reaches the browser.  It 
also prevents infected systems from calling home with sensitive data. Our engine inspects 
all HTTP, HTTPS and FTP traffic, including active content like Active X, Flash, cookies, 
VBScript, Java and JavaScript.

Customizable URL Filtering boosts productivity 
Our continuously updated database contains over 35 million sites in 96 categories. This lets 
you quickly and easily create safe web browsing policies, minimizing legal concerns around 
inappropriate content and maximize productivity. Set up policy by user or group using a 
variety of authentication options including IP Address, eDirectory SSO, LDAP and Active 
Directory SSO (even in transparent mode).

Control apps—block Facebook, accelerate Salesforce
You get complete control to block, allow, shape and prioritize web applications with Deep 
Layer-7 inspection (Next-Generation Firewall). It identifies over 1300 applications, and you’ll 
get feedback on unclassified applications too.

Dynamic reports provide unrivalled insight
You get detailed reports as standard, stored locally with no separate tools required. 
Predefined and customizable reports show key web activity like domains visited and 
bandwidth consumed. At-a-glance flow graphs show usage trends by IP address or user 
name. And report anonymization hides user names, requiring the four-eyes-principle to 
unhide them.

“ With Sophos Web Protection our employee casual 
surfing and time wasting dropped by about 75%.”
Michael Mierwinski, CIO, Mid-America Overseas



UTM Web Protection

Try it now for free
Register for a free 30-day evaluation  
at sophos.com/try-utm

HTTPS scanning
No one offers more choice when it comes to scanning 
encrypted traffic. And no one makes it as easy as Sophos. 
Choose from three HTTPS scanning modes:

 Ì Complete decryption and re-encryption in the UTM with 
a full scan of all traffic provides the ultimate in security

 Ì Targeted HTTPS scanning decrypts, scans, and re-
encrypts traffic for selected sites and categories, 
offering a great blend of security and performance

 Ì URL Filtering does not decrypt any HTTPS traffic but 
still enforces browsing policies over HTTPS traffic, 
providing a good balance of security and privacy

No matter which option you choose, you prevent tunneling 
over HTTPS with anonymizing proxies. And, you automatically 
validate certificates, taking the decision as to which sites to 
trust away from users.

Technical specifications
For detailed technical specifications check our website.

Choose how to deploy
You can choose to install on your platform of choice: hardware, 
software, virtual or even in the cloud. 

SG Series
Our SG Series appliances are purpose-built devices with the 
latest technology to provide the ultimate in performance.

Software and Virtual
Install the UTM image on your own server hardware or on 
your preferred virtual environment, including VMware, Citrix, 
Microsoft Hyper-V and KVM.

Cloud
Sophos UTM is an industry leader and a preferred solution for 
securing Amazon Web Services network infrastructure.

Required subscriptions
Sophos Web Protection can be purchased standalone or 
with any of our other UTM modules. Consider a FullGuard 
license, which offers incredible value on our complete network 
protection solution.

Sophos UTM Certifications
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